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eco space

fitted bathroom furniture

32

Choose a door colour and style from our range of 24 options.
(All cabinets will co-ordinate with your choice of door colour).

Price group 1

Sentia
Lancaster Oak

Urban
Lancaster Oak

Daresbury
Matt Dakar

Daresbury
Matt Fjord

Daresbury
Matt Grey Mist

Daresbury
Matt Kashmir

Daresbury
Matt White

Image
Gloss Dakota

Image
Gloss Grey Mist

Image
Gloss Kashmir

Integra
Gloss Kashmir

Integra
Gloss White

Metro
Matt Dakar

Metro
Matt Denim

Metro
Matt White

Metro
Matt Grey Mist

Metro
Matt Kashmir

Urban
Hacienda Black

Urban
Gloss White Wave

Image
Gloss White 

Tempo
Avola Brown Grey

Tempo
Bardolino Oak

Tempo
Driftwood

Metro
Matt Fjord

Price group 2

Price group 3 



5

metro
grey mist

Metro Grey mist.
Grey Matt Slab. On Trend.
Featuring Verona Basin, over WC
storage unit and basin drawer unit.

Over WC storage unit.

space

4



tempo
avola brown grey

The fitted Avola Brown Grey doors and
cabinets with the Orsa Solo sit on basin 
and Coffee Quartz laminate tops.

The BCHA937 Chrome Square D pull 
Handles are shown.

The Slimline Over Basin cabinet meets 
the personal storage needs.

6 7

space



Tempo Bardolino Oak doors and cabinets with
the rear fix BCHA1030 Chrome Pull Handle, 

Brown Sahara Gloss laminate worktop 
and Slim Ceramic basin.

Shallow depth cabinets maximise storage, 
frees floor space adding visual appeal.

Slim Ceramic basin.

tempo
bardolino oak

8 9
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Tempo Driftwood doors and fitted cabinets with
optional plinth.
The Largo basin with integrated top surface is
available handed to the left or right and fitted to
cover the required span of units. 

Shown with the BCHA901 chrome Tongue Pull
Handle and matching Driftwood  bath panel.

Largo basin available Left or Right handed.
Left handed shown.

tempo
driftwood

10 11

space



Sentia Lancaster Oak Shaker effect door is 
shown maximising on the available space 
bringing warmth to the bathroom.

A standard ceramic Semi recess basin is 
keyed with the Night Galaxy top, BCHA906 
handles & Bull BTW pan to give character 
to the bathroom.

sentia
lancaster oak

12 13

space



Urban Lancaster Oak slab style door with co-
ordinating cabinets & bath panels, marries
traditional timber effect with the desire for
clean lines in a compact space.
Featuring the Plano basin, Garda tap,
Co-ordinating mirror and slim Crystal White
worktop plus the BCHA904 handle. 

urban
lancaster oak

14 15

space
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Totally sophisticated that’s Metro Dakar.
Sleek clean lines in a choice of the latest

matt paint effect vinyl colours with BCHA937
Chrome Square D pull handles, featuring the

deluxe toilet roll cabinet shown with 
Bardolino Oak worktop & Wallhung Mirror.

Metro makes life bright and airy.
Available in the Matt finishes shown page 2.

metro
dakar 

space



Metro Grey Mist Cool, Calm & Sophisticated.
Sleek clean lines in a choice of the latest matt
paint effect vinyl colours with BCHA937
Chrome Square D pull handles,
Crystal White composite worktop & Wallhung
Mirror.
Metro makes life bright and airy.

Available in the Matt finishes shown on page 2.

metro
grey mist

18 19

space
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space

Metro Fjord creates a highly visual impact for
those with an eye for detail in the design.

Metro is available in a choice of the latest matt
paint effect vinyl colours with BCHA888
Chrome Letterbox handles, shown with
Platinum Oak worktop & Move Mirror.

Available in the Matt finishes shown on page 2.

metro
fjord 
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space

Refreshingly clean with a hint of character
waiting for you to choose your decor, 
aspirational yet very affordable.
Available in a choice of the latest matt paint 
effect vinyl colours with BCHA937 Chrome 
Square D pull handles.
Bardolino Oak worktop & Wallhung Mirror.

Available in the Matt finishes shown on page 2.

metro
white



Cool, calm & sophisticated that’s Metro
Denim.
Sleek clean lines in a choice of the latest
matt paint effect vinyl colours with 
BCHA888 Chrome letterbox handles.
Featuring Platinum Oak worktop & Move 
Mirror with the deluxe toilet roll cabinet.
Metro makes life bright and airy.
Available in the Matt finishes shown on
page 2.

metro
denim 

24 25
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Image Gloss White on gloss white 
cabinets is shown here with the 
“Letterbox” inset handle BCHA888, 
to create a very different look.
Featuring the Rondi Standard Basin 
with Varano tap.

The Letterbox handle is available on
solid door profiles.

w i th inset  handles

image
gloss white

Letterbox Handle

Rondi standard semi recess basin with Como tap.
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Image Gloss Kashmir on Gloss
Kashmir cabinets shown here with
the increasingly popular BCHA887
chromed pull handle.

Also featuring two Plano basins, &
Crystal White 12mm worktop.

The best of all worlds with deep
drawers & tower unit creating an
abundance of well placed storage.

image
gloss kashmir

28 29
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High Gloss Image Grey slab style doors on Grey Gloss 
exterior cabinets with the BCHA908 chrome knob handles.

Featured is the unique Slimline Largo basin, a one piece
basin and top available in right or left handed format.

Showing the deluxe toilet roll cabinet.

Slimline Largo basin available Left or Right handed.
Right handed shown.

image
gloss grey mist
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Image Dakota high gloss door on
Dakota gloss cabinets with BCHA908
chrome handles.

Featuring twin Plano basins  & 
12mm Alaskan composite worktop.

Making maximum use of space with
the three drawer pack & tower unit
creating an abundance of well
thought out storage.

image
gloss dakota
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Urban Hacienda Black and the unique Largo,
one piece basin and top available in right or
left handed format and fitted to suit your
needs.

The BCHA870 Rectangular Chrome Gem 
handle adds the sparkle.

Fitted without plinth, the Bull wall hung pan
and bath panel are shown.

Largo basin available Left or Right handed.
Left handed shown.

urban
hacienda black

34 35
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Urban Gloss White Wave on gloss white cabinets is
shown here with the BCHA820 Surf Chrome square
knob. 

Featured is the Resolvo Standard Semi-recess 
Slab Basin.

The White Wave fascias offer a look that is subtle 
yet striking in its appearance with a tactile touch
from the delicate wave relief pattern within the 
fascias.

urban
gloss white wave

36 37
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Serenada Semi-recess basin with
Kingston chrome mixer tap.

The timeless clean lines of the Shaker style 
enable this range to span the periods of design.
From traditional to contemporary by dressing
the furniture with modern or traditional taps 
and sanitaryware.

daresbury
fjord

38 39
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Daresbury is as flexible as it is stunning.

Shown as free standing with complementary
clad on tongue & groove effect end panels,
Daresbury can be presented as a run of
furniture, or individual pieces of furniture.

Serenada BTW Pan with soft close seat.

daresbury
dakar

40 41
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eco style

Choose a door colour and style from our range of 22 options.
(All cabinets will co-ordinate with your choice of door colour).

Style by eco bathrooms allows you to create
your perfect bathroom when space is at a
premium yet with no compromise on choice,
character or quality.
Offering clean lines and understated 
simplicity, a style bathroom or en-suite allows
you to enjoy clear counter tops and clutter free
surfaces, turning your bathroom into a 
sanctuary.
The selection of finishes and accessories
means you can find the perfect look to match
your design.
The British-made Style by eco bathrooms is
available in 22 door options and with a variety
of handles, and comes with a five year
furniture manufacture guarantee.

freestanding bathroom 
furniture

Price group 1

Metro
Matt Fjord

Daresbury
Matt Dakar

Daresbury
Matt Fjord

Daresbury
Matt Grey Mist

Daresbury
Matt Kashmir

Daresbury
Matt White

Image
Gloss Dakota

Image
Gloss Grey Mist

Image
Gloss Kashmir

Integra
Gloss Kashmir

Image
Gloss White

Integra 
Gloss White

Metro
Matt Kashmir

Metro
Matt Dakar

Metro
Matt Grey Mist

Urban
Hacienda Black

Avola 
Brown Grey

Bardolino
Oak

Driftwood

Metro
Matt White

Price group 2 - Daresbury

Price group 2 

Price group 3 
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Daresbury
Matt Denim

Metro
Matt Denim



style
kashmir

Style offers no shortage of design colour
options.
Shown here in Kashmir.
A taupe Grey, that coordinates with many
other colours
Basin units are available wall mounted 
(as shown) or floor standing.
Door or drawer options.

44 45



style
metro denim 

Presented as a modern cloakroom, floor
mounted basin unit.

This combination features a ceramic basin
with gentle internal lines, a single tap
hole to accommodate a monoblock basin
mixer.

Basin unit is available 500mm or 600mm wide.

style WC Unit is available 500mm wide only,
complete with co-ordinating worktop as
standard.

46 47
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The combi unit answers the need for both Pan & Basin in one unit to create
the W.C. solution in the smallest of spaces with all pipework enclosed.

The internal dimensions of the WC Cabinet allow for cistern fittings and a
macerator such as a Saniflo, if required.

Registered Design 4016148

combi
unit

style
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Registered Design 4016148 under the staircase

style
combi space saver

500mm min

850mm

340mm

eg: Bull

500mm

Door

COMBI SPACE SAVER.
A UNIQUE SOLUTION TO THE SMALLEST ROOM,
CLOAKROOM, UNDERSTAIRS.
EASY INSTALLATION.
MULTIPLE FASCIA, TAP & PAN OPTIONS

The dimensions shown are the minimum sizes taken up
by the Combi Unit & pan.

Services contained within the unit & ease of installation
are also fundamental to the design, and lack of visible
pipework which adds to the visual appeal were all 
considerations in creating a solution to
the smallest of spaces.

Registered Design 4016148
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A 450mm wide floor mounted Mini Cloakroom unit is shown 
in glossy Image Grey Mist with the Slimline w/c, an alternative 
solution for smaller areas.

The unit has the BCHA871 Chrome Gem Square Handle,  
the toilet with Black Steel composite surface.

image
gloss grey mist

style
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Image Gloss Kashmir shows the new MINI CLOAKROOM basin & cabinet
arrangement without compromising on washing space.
The Garda cloakroom mono tap is featured.

The Quadra wall hung pan with new slim soft close seat & cover leaving the
floor free of clutter.

Sunrise Galaxy top & BCHA886 handle with slim wallhung mirror compliment
the offer.

The Mini Cloak unit is available in all our cabinet colours & in floor standing
option.

MINI CLOAKROOM basin & cabinet. 
Left or right hand deep basin. 

image
gloss kashmir

style
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Integra Gloss Kashmir with finger pull
doors are over lacquered five times to
give a gloss finish second to none.
Available with six basin options.
Refer to page 114 for further information
and prices.

Rondi standard semi recess basin.
Lower drawer is the only working drawer, upper
fascia is fixed.

integra
gloss kashmir

style
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Integra Gloss White is simply the very
best of finger tip pull doors available.

This unique arrangement shows the
Orsa Doppio twin basin. 
Top fascia may vary.

integra
gloss white

style
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Striking Urban Hacienda Blacks tactile doors on the 
matching 500mm W.C. & Combi Basin storage cabinet 
with BCHA901 handles.
Features the Quadra BTW pan with soft close seat.

Completing the maximisation of available space the 500mm wide 
wallhung storage cabinet with Combi basin, and the 500mm wide
W.C. cabinet with Quadra BTW pan achieve the perfect fit into 
the smallest of spaces.

urban
hacienda black

style
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eco design

The design portfolio offers a select range of
Modular units designed to be both highly 
practical and very stylish with colour-ways 
guaranteed to make your bathroom or 
en-suite stand out from the crowd.

Furniture chosen to enable your designer 
create function and form allowing creative 
support to the sanitary ware.

Cabinets are offered fully co-ordinated, or 
for striking contrast, in the latest of finishes.

So Why design.

Simplicity in design is often more difficult to

achieve and the devil is very much in the 

detail of balance and visual stimuli.

Choose a door colour and style from 
our range of 10 options.
(All cabinets will co-ordinate with your choice of 
door colour).

Price group 1

Image
Gloss Dakota

Image
Gloss Grey Mist

Image
Gloss Kashmir

Integra
Gloss Kashmir

Integra
Gloss White

Urban
Hacienda Black

Jackson Pine

Image
Gloss White 

Tempo
Bardolino Oak

Tempo
Driftwood

Price group 2

Price group 3 

modular bathroom 
furniture
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Tempo Grey Bardolino Oak doors and cabinet 
exterior with the BCHA826 large Chrome Open D
Pull Handle and Zen 65 swept basin.

The full depth wall hung 2 drawer cabinet with 
internal fitment stores all needs whilst the Zen
basin gives ample working surface.

Zen 65 swept basin

tempo
grey bardolino oak

design
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Tempo Driftwood on co-ordinating Driftwood cabinet 
(white internally) brings a new dimension to the eco range.

Combining striking wood effect with the solid surface 
worktop and Plano basin deliver style and harmony to 
enable co-ordination.

Plano 94 basin

tempo
driftwood

design
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Image Gloss Dakota offers a striking visual,
without compromising on practicality & 
functionality.

With chrome BCHA1030 - BCHA1033 rear 
fix Pull Handles complete the picture.

Featured the Plano 75 basin.

image
gloss dakota

design
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Image Gloss White offers a glass like finish  on 
co-ordinating White Gloss cabinets, the BCHA870 
chrome offset handles, Volpi basin accompanied 
by the Luxor Black laminate worksurface plus 
splashback.

Volpi Basin

image
gloss white

design
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Urban Hacienda Black on matching cabinets sit well
with the large Oval Chrome Pull Handles BCHA923
and 900mm Ceramic Cover basin.

Giving continuity is the Co-Ordinated Mirror 
in Hacienda Black with glass shelf,  has a choice of
lights, shown is the Emiled over light.

urban
hacienda black

design

Vetro Delta glass basin
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Image Gloss Grey Mist on matching exterior Grey
Mist cabinets shows the flexibility of the modular
range, enabling it to be used in the more 
compact bathroom.

The deep Plano 75 basin, Como tap, Bull BTW
pan with slim quick release soft close seat & Cast
Marble worktop bring a lighter touch in decor. 

Ceramic square vessel basin with 12mm Crystal White worktop offer
a striking option for those who are looking for an alternative.

image
gloss grey mist

design
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Image Gloss Kashmir on co-ordinating 
cabinets, the BCHA940 pull handle in
chrome,Plano basin shown with drawers 
& tower storage unit, define style.

Add the co-ordinated Mirror with Metro 
light to complete the picture.

image
gloss kashmir

design
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The heavily textured Urban 
Hacienda Black door on
matching cabinets shows
both the elegant 
proportions of the slimline
WC cabinet with sensor 
activation, the Quadra wall
hung pan and the single
deep drawer basin unit with
Plano 74 slim basin.

urban
hacienda

black

design
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Jackson Pine offers real visual impact
for people who require that something
extra.

The stunning effect is created by the
wood grain structure within the 
materials used in the bathroom 
furniture.

Rectangular Vessel basin sits onto the 
Jackson Pine worktop.

Shown as an alternative is the Glass
Delta 95 basin.

jackson
pine

design



Integra Gloss White is simply
the very best of finger tip pull
doors available.

This arrangement includes
the Volpi 95 basin. 

integra
gloss white

design
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Integra Gloss Kashmir with finger pull
doors are over lacquered five times to
give a gloss finish second to none.

Presentation includes the Volpi 75 basin. 

design

integra
gloss kashmir



Integra Gloss White on gloss White cabinets 
with fingertip pull and the 1200mm wide 
Zen 125D twin bowl basin accommodates 
the ‘his n hers’ prerequisite, aided by 
‘his n hers’ tower storage units

Zen 125D twin bowl basin.

integra
gloss white

design
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